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Passion
Our dedication for textiles
PONGS ® is pure passion for textiles. For more than
100 years we have been developing and manufacturing
technical and decorative textiles for countless industries.
Our reputation for quality and knowhow made PONGS ®
the top address for digital printing, trade fair construction,
stage, theatre and event building, visual merchandising and
innovative solutions for interior design.
From yarns to the final product. PONGS ® has got a full
scale production - we do our own warping, weaving and
warp knitting, taking products right through to the finishing.
Because we manage this production process ourselves, we
are capable to ensure that the utmost care is taken at each
stage of the process, resulting in perfect quality. Made in

4

Germany - made by PONGS ®.

About us

Dry
rubbing

PONGS® MADE FOR YOU

Certified for

4

ISO 105-X12
Sur face material with low flame-spread
characteristics for sea going vessels

Cer tified for HP Latex Inks

Cer tified for
HP Latex Durable Textiles

REACH
Compliant
Reach Compliance cer tified

fabric free of formaldehyde and other
volatile organic compounds ( VOC)

Cer tified acoustic absorption values

OEKO-TEX ® Standard 100 (Hohenstein)

Conformité Européenne conformity
marking within the European Economic
Area

UV Standard 801 (Hohenstein)

Indoor Air Comfor t Gold ®

VdS approved fabric
for water extinguishing systems

MA

PONG

NY

Sanitized AG cer tified
for antimicrobial activity

6

P

G

®

ER

S

VC

FR

EE M ADE

PVC-free

IN

flame protection cer tified for
eg. M1 NF P 92 503-507;
B-s1, d0 DIN EN 13501-1

Technology
Progress you can touch
PONGS ®

consciously

produces

all

textiles

in

Germany.

Knowhow, strong innovation and best technical equipment
are the engines of our own high standards. Specializing in the
development and production of digital print media, wide fabrics
and technical textiles, PONGS ® has firmly established itself on
the international market and looks forward to the future with
strong strategies for healthy growth.
At PONGS ®, new developments and textile possibilities grow
hand in hand with the needs and requirements of the market,
always characterized by movement and expansion. Our firstclass products keep pace: they fulfill all relevant ecological
standards as well as the highest fire protection standards,
are REACH compliant and have been certified several times.
Solution-oriented, we offer excellent textiles for modern
wall and ceiling coverings, for high-quality display systems,
backlighting elements and banners.
The realization of the best printing results in terms of color and
detail is a matter of course for us. Textiles from PONGS ® can
be digitally printed with dispersion, latex and UV inks up to
a widths of 505 cm and in virtually endless lengths. Whether
large-format stretch walls, art reproduction or design - thanks
business areas and are internationally successful. Our 280
employees are shaping the company every day. Their product
development, creativity, expertise and passion have made
PONGS ® the recognized textile products company it stands for
today.

Technology

to innovative, flexible properties we are always opening up new

PONGS® MADE FOR YOU

8

Photos by Hamma Design

Villa Lantz

A showroom of superlatives
The Villa Lantz

PONGS® MADE FOR YOU
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Photo by Hamma Design

A showroom of superlatives
The Villa Lantz
Here wonderful worlds unite and create something unique in their interaction.
PONGS ® and Living Concept Consulting build up a globally unique creative
hotspot in the historic rooms of the Düsseldorf Villa Lantz, a source of
inspiration for international clients, renowned architects and interior designers.
The Sales & Creative Department shows an impressive range of textile
solutions for innovative interior design, combined with exclusive furniture,
noble design and lighting objects by renowned artists and designers. An
impressive place that demonstrates the possibilities of DESCOR ® stretch walls
in unprecedented splendor.
Thanks to the in-house Print Lab, we at Villa Lantz also welcome international
printing machine manufacturers and digital print customers. In close
cooperation, print qualities are tested and optimized. This is comprehensive

Villa Lantz

on-site support and service that will help drive product development.
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Villa Lantz

14
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Print Lab
The institution for print quality
In the modern printing rooms at the Mühltroff and Dusseldorf locations, the
ongoing production processes are constantly being checked and optimized.
Here, print qualities are tested, profiles are created, pre- and post-production
tests are carried out to improve quality standards, and new products are
developed. The Print Lab in the Dusseldorf Villa Lantz is fully equipped with
calander, photospectrometer and rip station as well as all relevant printing
technologies.
Together with the Print Lab in Mühltroff, PONGS ® is in a unique market position,
as technical textiles can be tested here for digital printing on a large scale up
to 5 m width on UV and up to 3.2 m width in DyeSub direct printing. These
outstanding possibilities for checking and optimizing qualities are also used
in cooperation with well-known printer manufacturers in order to promote the

Print Lab

development of new machines.
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Marie Charlotte Elementar y School, Joliette (Québec, Kanada) | MBI Products Company, Inc.
Photos: Stéphane Brügger | Architects: Emmanuelle Klumpt von Arcand - Lapor t - Klimpt

DESCOR ®
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The DESCOR® system
Our solutions for textile stretch walls
and ceilings
DESCOR ®, the innovative concept for textile interiors, opens up

completely new dimensions in wall and ceiling design. The system
for covering walls, ceilings and panels is an entirely new concept for
exclusive room design and is the modern alternative to conventional
wallpapers and coverings. DESCOR ® is not only lightweight, precise

and clean to assemble, but also has a particularly seamless finish and
smooth surface. The system thus combines aesthetics and the highest
functional features. Clever properties enable completely new spatial
architectures and leave nothing to be desired with a spectrum of virtually
unlimited possibilities in design.
Whether for private living or contract building, for new construction
or renovation - the DESCOR ® system is suitable for every project and

every room. Our textiles are not only among the widest available on the
market, but are also equipped with all the necessary quality and safety
certificates. In perfect harmony with the innovative mounting system,
very short time.

The system

they turn a room into an overall aesthetic-functional concept within a

20
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Excellent quality
Made in Germany
Modern architectural projects call for innovative concepts and new materials that can meet
the zeitgeist and realize the greatest possible creative freedom. Room and object design
is becoming an experience nowadays, flexibility increasingly important. With the DESCOR ®
system from PONGS ® for textile stretch walls, rooms can be set up in a highly individual,
high quality and innovative way. The desire for flexibility is always maintained: the modular
DESCOR ® walls and ceilings can be exchanged and replaced in no time at all. All this with
consideration of the highest quality standards and with perfect cost efficiency. Anyone who
expands their own horizons and dares to make a change is rewarded with DESCOR ® textile

Quality

walls and ceilings that give a luxurious, pleasant feeling of space.

PONGS® MADE FOR YOU

DESCOR® PREMIUM
Luxurious product for textile stretch walls and ceilings
100% polyester, PVC-free, recyclable
Printing methods: UV
Flame-retardant according to B-s1, d0 DIN EN 13501-1,
M1 NF P 92 503-507, Class A ASTM E84-16
CE, IMO, VOC and IAC Gold ® certificates

DESCOR® PREMIUM Star
Elegant shimmering textile for wall and ceiling coverings
Polyester with aluminum pigments, PVC-free, recyclable
Printing methods: UV
Flame-retardant according to B-s1, d0 DIN EN 13501-1,
Class A ASTM E84-16
IMO certificate

DESCOR® Light
Lightweight, elegant product for textile wall and ceiling
coverings
100% polyester, PVC-free, recyclable
Flame-retardant according to B-s1, d0 DIN EN 13501-1,

22

M1 NF P 92 503-507

Quality
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Unleash emotions
A source of inspiration
A picture is worth a thousand words. In perfect interaction with its surroundings, it can
even have an invigorating or soothing effect and has direct access to the emotions of its
beholder. Printed on DESCOR ®, however, each motif evokes one - in every case - bright enthusiasm.
All PONGS ® materials used in the DESCOR ® system are designed to reproduce complex
subjects with high detail sharpness. Unique color rendering and graphically precise
contours lend additional impetus to even visionary architectural projects. Whether stucco
ornaments, virtuoso drawings or graphically highly sophisticated design templates. With

There are no limits for your creativity. Whether in restaurants, hotels or in your own home:
the perfect stage to realize yourself, to make a statement or to express your visions and
feelings are the smooth, seamless DESCOR ® textiles.

Inspiration

DESCOR ® textile stretch walls and ceilings, we bring every motif to life.

PONGS® MADE FOR YOU

DESCOR® PREMIUM Colour
High quality textile for covering walls and ceilings
100% polyester, PVC-free, recyclable
Available in many different colours
Flame-retardant according to B-s1 d0, Din EN 13501-1
CE certificate

DESCOR® PREMIUM Gradient
Elegant shimmering textile with subtle gradient
Polyester with aluminum pigments, PVC-free, recyclable
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Available in many different colours

DESCOR ®
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Chapel Moulins, Hôtel de Paris (Moulins, France)
Implemented solution: Digitally printed DESCOR ® PREMIUM Acoustic

Soothing sound
The beauty of silence
Silence is the sound of inner calm. Acoustic moments are becoming
increasingly important in interior design, because contemporary design that
is supposed to positively affect all our senses is more and more in demand.
Only optimal acoustics make perceptible comfort perfect.
Sound-absorbing textiles from PONGS ® are conceptually ambivalent. Used
in the DESCOR ® system, they harmonize the surround sound and at the
same time visually convince, whether with a three-dimensional surface
such as SILENCIO ® or crease-resistant as AKUSTICO ®. With bright colors
and detailed prints, these textiles become a decorative element for walls,

Acoustic

ceilings, room dividers or pieces of furniture.

PONGS® MADE FOR YOU

Universally

applicable,

the

acoustic

DESCOR ®

stretch

walls can be mounted on almost any surface, from wood to
concrete, gypsum, plasterboard, metal to masonry. Especially
in old, historic buildings, the DESCOR ® system becomes an
important part of artistic freedom and concepts out of the box
in architecture projects.

Conser vatoire Jean-Baptiste Lully (Puteaux, France)
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Architects: V. Brossy & Associés

DirectTex® AKUSTICO ®
Sound-absorbing fabric
Great upholstery material, very high abrasion resistance
(class A)
Crepe weave, crease-resistant, PVC-free, recyclable
Available in 17 colours
Printing methods: UV, Latex and Dyesub
Flame-retardant according to B-s1, d0 DIN EN 13501-1,
NFPA 701
Acoustic absorption value 0.90 / A
Type of assembly E-50 according to DIN EN ISO 354

PrintTex® SILENCIO ®
Sound-absorbing textiles
Unique, three-dimensional fabric
100% Trevira CS, PVC-free, recyclable
2.5, 5, 10 mm diamond sizes
Available in 21 colours
Printing methods: UV and Latex
Flame-retardant according to B-s1, d0 DIN EN 13501-1,
M1 NF P 92 503-507, Class A ASTM E84-16, NFPA 701
Acoustic absorption value 0.85 / B
Type of assembly E-50 according to DIN EN ISO 354
(class B)
OEKO-TEX ® Standard 100
Certified for HP Latex Inks

DESCOR® PREMIUM Acoustic
Luxurious product for textile stretch walls and ceilings
100% polyester, PVC-free, recyclable
Printing methods: UV
Flame-retardant according to DIN B-s1, d0 DIN EN 13501-1,
Class A ASTM E84-16
Acoustic absorption value 0.90 / A
(class A)
CE and IMO certificates

Acoustic fleece
For reinforcing the acoustic effect
100% polyester
Thickness 15-20 mm
Flame-retardant according to B-s1, d0 DIN EN 13501-1

Acoustic

Type of assembly E-50 according to DIN EN ISO 354

PONGS® MADE FOR YOU

Rest in its most beautiful form
The noisy cross-mountain lift station in Telluride (USA) has been equipped with
sound-absorbing SILENCIO ® to noticeably improve the acoustics and lower the
noise level in the system. The large-format printed and backlit LED displays now
show landscape photographs of Telluride and Mountain Village. Thus, the textile
walls made of SILENCIO ® are not only a treat for the ears, but also a feast for the

32

eyes of the passengers.

Telluride Mountain Village Owners Association ( TMVOA) | Photographer: Ryan Bonneau
Implemented solution: Digitally printed SILENCIO ®

Acoustic

Cross-Mountain lift station ( Telluride, USA) | Project: Typico GmbH in cooperation with
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Bright enthusiasm
Perfect backlighting
Light creates atmospheres and creates moods: it has a direct influence
on emotions and is one of the most important elements of architectural
concepts. The creation of perfect light diffusion is definitely a textile supreme
discipline: the excellent evenly illumination of walls, ceilings and advertising
surfaces sets new standards and speaks for itself.

backlighting and meets the high requirements with specially developed,
innovative textiles: minimal yarn spacing thanks to the narrow knitting and
weaving technique, crease-resistance, almost white and black break-free
and also excellent in light scattering and impermeability.

Backlighting

PONGS ® manufactures the best products in the world for optimum

PONGS® MADE FOR YOU

PrintTex® Artist Heavy
Backlit fabric with heavy quality
Universally applicable in the field of stage, show, event, visual merchandising
100% polyester, PVC-free, recyclable
Printing methods: UV und Latex
Flame-retardant according to B-s1, d0 DIN EN 13501-1
Widths up to 505 cm
OEKO-TEX ® Standard 100

DirectTex® Artist Backlite
Versatile use for display systems, exhibitions, backlighting or art print
100% polyester, PVC-free, recyclable
Printing methods: UV und Dyesub
Flame-retardant according to B-s1, d0 DIN EN 13501-1
Widths up to 505 cm
OEKO-TEX ® Standard 100

PrintTex® Softimage Lightbox
Universally applicable for display systems and trade fair construction
Ideal for backlighting thanks to excellent light diffusion
Extremely crease-resistant, even foldable when handled correctly
100% polyester, PVC-free, recyclable
Printing methods: UV und Latex
Flame-retardant according to B-s1, d0 DIN EN 13501-1, Class A ASTM E84-16
OEKO-TEX ® Standard 100
Certified for HP Latex Inks

DirectTex® Artist Mambo
Top-quality product for backlighting
Perfect for trade fair construction and use in flat LED frames
100% polyester, PVC-free, recyclable
Printing methods: UV und Dyesub
Flame-retardant according to B-s1, d0 DIN EN 13501-1
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Widths up to 505 cm

Backlighting

PONGS® MADE FOR YOU

Musée d’Ethnographie de Neuchâtel (Neuchâtel, Switzerland)
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Implemented solution: Digitally printed PrintTex® Softimage Lightbox.

Artist IncDia
The world’s most versatile backlit fabric
The top novelty of PONGS ®
Perfect for use in trade fair construction and in flat LED frames
Printing methods: UV, Latex und Dyesub
Flame-retardant according to B-s1, d0 DIN EN 13501-1, NFPA 701
Widths up to 505 cm
OEKO-TEX ® Standard 100

DirectTex® Backlite Premium
High quality shimmering optics
Universally applicable, ideal for display applications and backlighting
100% polyester, PVC-free, recyclable
Printing methods: UV und Dyesub
Flame-retardant according to B-s1, d0 DIN EN 13501-1, NFPA 701
OEKO-TEX ® Standard 100

Elastic material
Also suitable for curtains, trade fair and theater construction
100% polyester, PVC-free, recyclable
Printing methods: UV und Dyesub
Flame-retardant according to B-s1, d0 DIN EN 13501-1, M1 NF P 92 503
OEKO-TEX ® Standard 100

Backlighting

DirectTex® Stretch Twill Soft

PONGS® MADE FOR YOU

DirectTex® Softimage Contrast
Highly innovative light reflection
Black coated back, white top
Universally applicable, ideal for front projection
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100% polyester, PVC-free, recyclable
Printing methods: UV und Dyesub
Flame-retardant according to B-s1, d0 DIN EN 13501-1
OEKO-TEX ® Standard 100

Université Paris-Dauphine (Paris, France)

Impeccable picture experience
Strong front projection
Functionality and modern elegance become one. DESCOR ® stretch walls
with screen function are not only an exceptional solution for conference
rooms. They also inspire as an exclusive design element in the living area.

PONGS ® textile membranes are perfectly matched to the projection,
offering excellent color depth and sharpness. Even in bright rooms you can
experience impressive multimedia presentations, movies or sports events.

Projection

The black coating on the back and the smooth, white top side of high-quality
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Protective safety
Hygienically effective and reliable
Hospitals,

doctors’

surgeries,

kindergartens,

public places demand germ-free space. DESCOR
Antibac with Sanitized

®

schools
®

-

PREMIUM

hygiene function is resistant to fungi

and bacteria, and is easy to clean. A technologically healthy
approach to design. DESCOR ® PREMIUM Antibac with silver
ion coating is flame-retardant, free of PVC and antimony
halogen. It is also suitable for digital printing and opens up
almost unlimited possibilities in designing a friendly and healthy
environment.

DESCOR® PREMIUM Antibac
With silver polymer compounds,
Effective bacterial reduction of> 99.99%
Static barrier against bacteria like MRSA, yeasts and microfungi
100% polyester, PVC-free, recyclable
Flame-retardant according to B-s1, d0 DIN EN 13501-1,
Class A ASTM E84-16

Health

CE, Sanitized ® certificates

PONGS® MADE FOR YOU

Dentist Wohlen ( Wohlen, Switzerland)
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Implemented solution: Digitally printed PrintTex ® Softimage Lightbox.

Health

Implemented solution: DESCOR ® PREMIUM Acoustic

Dentiste Neuchâtel (Neuchâtel, Switzerland)

PONGS® MADE FOR YOU

Good room climate
Air conditioning and heating
The DESCOR ® system for textile stretch walls and ceilings is
highly flexible and can be adapted to all spatial conditions.
Air conditioning systems and heaters can also be easily
integrated into the room concept according to the latest
standards and thanks to innovative solutions. The textile
walls and ceilings alone bring a pleasant atmosphere and
a pleasant feeling of space. Together with heating and air
systems, the DESCOR ® system takes the room climate to
the next level. With the aid of appropriate substructures
and flap systems, ventilation pipes and radiators, for
example, can be installed and hidden discreetly through
the textile stretch ceilings. Rooms are equipped to the
highest technical standards, but always retain their elegant
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appearance.

Architects: Jean Nouvel (Ateliers Jean Nouvel), Francois Fontès (Francois Fontès Architecture)
Implemented solution: Digitally printed DESCOR ® PREMIUM Acoustic

Climate & Heating

Hôtel de Ville de Montpellier (Montpellier, France)

PONGS® MADE FOR YOU

Reconstruction
A new old world
With high-quality DESCOR ® stretch walls and ceilings, we restore historic rooms and
buildings to the glory of old times. Even elaborate, detailed murals or ornaments with
stucco can be faithfully reproduced and printed on textiles by PONGS ®. Turn back time with
the DESCOR ® system and bring old walls back to life. Installed in no time, without tedious
restoration work - discover the endless possibilities for your project.

The look of the walls and ceilings of the old library at Villa Lantz has been perfectly
reconstructed with great sensitivity and based on only a few original remains and is now
restored to its original state.
The St. Michael’s Chapel in the Spanish city of Barcelona shines again in its old splendor
as well. Thanks to HP’s innovative latex digital printing technology and DirectTex ® Poplin
Plus, marble panels and iconic frescoes from the chapel were faithfully reconstructed.
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Poplin Plus by PONGS ® is particularly well suited for color true, detailed art reproduction.

The ultimate fabric for lighting and color
Knitted fabric, 100% crease-free, PVC-free, recyclable
Printing methods: Dyesub
Flame-retardant according to B-s1, d0 DIN EN 13501-1,
M1 NF P 92 503-507
OEKO-TEX ® Standard 100

Reconstruction

DirectTex® Illuminati

PONGS® MADE FOR YOU

Exhibition „365“ (Fuenlabrada, Spain) | Ar tist: Eugenio Recuenco | Project: Clorofila Digital, MEEVO Group, PONGS ® Group
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Exhibition at CEART (Centro de Ar te Tomás y Valiente de Fuenlabrada)
Implemented solution: Digitally printed and backlit Ar tist Mambo, Softimage Contrast

Applications
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Hôtel de Ville de Montpellier (Montpellier, France) | Exterior view
Architects: Jean Nouvel (Ateliers Jean Nouvel), Francois Fontès (Francois Fontès Architecture)

Applications

PONGS® MADE FOR YOU
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Hôtel de Ville de Montpellier (Montpellier, France)
Architects: Jean Nouvel (Ateliers Jean Nouvel), Francois Fontès (Francois Fontès Architecture)
Implemented solution: Digitally printed DESCOR ® PREMIUM Acoustic

Applications
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Hôtel de Ville de Montpellier (Montpellier, France) | Lobby
Architects: Jean Nouvel (Ateliers Jean Nouvel), Francois Fontès (Francois Fontès Architecture)
Implemented solution: Digitally printed DESCOR ® PREMIUM Acoustic

Applications

PONGS® MADE FOR YOU

Hôtel de Ville de Montpellier (Montpellier, France)
Architects: Jean Nouvel (Ateliers Jean Nouvel), Francois Fontès (Francois Fontès Architecture)
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Implemented solution: Digitally printed DESCOR ® PREMIUM Acoustic

Excellent
Textile architecture
Together with Francois Fontés, award-winning architect
Jean Nouvel developed the new town hall in Montpellier,
France. Also involved were the two artists Yann Kersale and
Alain Fleischer. He designed the photographic works, which
can be seen as large format, digitally printed DESCOR ®
stretch ceilings in the entrance hall, meeting room and

Applications

council chamber.
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Hôtel de Ville de Montpellier (Montpellier, France) | Exterior view
Architects: Jean Nouvel (Ateliers Jean Nouvel), Francois Fontès (Francois Fontès Architecture)

Applications

Implemented solution: Digitally printed DESCOR ® PREMIUM Acoustic

Architects: Jean Nouvel (Ateliers Jean Nouvel), Francois Fontès (Francois Fontès Architecture)

Hôtel de Ville de Montpellier (Montpellier, France)
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Applications
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Photo by Teddy Marks

The Villa Lantz shows in an unprecedented way the unimaginably diverse possibilities of
textile architecture. The combination of high-quality textiles, exclusive designs and light
accents makes every room unique. We also design individual, textile room concepts for
your four walls or your project. Textile walls, ceilings and panels from PONGS ® open up
completely new worlds for design-oriented interior design.

Applications

Villa Lantz
Showroom textile architecture
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Applications
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Leisure
For inner peace and balance
Only the best for public and private leisure facilities: DESCOR ® stretch walls and ceilings
are ideal for museums, sports halls or swimming pools. They are flexible and quick to
assemble, and can be replaced at any time in case of dirt or optical renewal. In addition,
they integrate light and ventilation concepts in a smart way and can even positively
influence the sound perception of large rooms. Discover your individual all-round concept
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with DESCOR ® and let us convince you of our comprehensive full service.

Piscine Centre Scolaire (Crans Montana, Switzerland)
Architect / Designer: Atelier d’architecture Graphos SARL

Applications

Implemented solution: Digitally printed DESCOR ® PREMIUM Acoustic

Private swimming pool (Gelterkinden, Switzerland)
Implemented solution: DESCOR ® PREMIUM Acoustic

PONGS® MADE FOR YOU

Villa Mulhouse | Créations Sandrine Ziegler-Munck
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Implemented solution: Digitally printed DESCOR ® PREMIUM Acoustic

Applications

PONGS® MADE FOR YOU

Surrounded by
a textile aura
DESCOR ® stretch ceilings are the ideal solution for large,
stylish restaurants. As in the posh L’ARC in Paris, they can
be digitally printed trendy, individually and are at the same
time equipped with acoustic properties. Loud soundscapes
of the lively crowds are absorbed, the entire sound of the
room balanced. Experience completely new atmospheres
thanks to textile architecture for gastronomy and the hotel
industry.
If the renovation often involves a great deal of effort and
days of downtime, DESCOR ® stretch ceilings and walls
can be laid quickly and cleanly within one day. Neither the
complete removal of the localities, nor high temperatures
during installation are necessary.

Restaurant Star tine (Mulhouse, France)
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Implemented solution: Digitally printed DESCOR ® PREMIUM Acoustic

Applications

Implemented solution: Digitally printed DESCOR ® PREMIUM Acoustic

Restaurant L’ARC (Paris, France)
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Prinzinger by SAIT TAVINI (Düsseldor f, Germany) | Project: PONGS ® Group

Applications

Implemented solution: Digitally printed DESCOR ® PREMIUM Acoustic

PONGS® MADE FOR YOU

Spar + Leihkasse Gürbetal, Branch Seftigen (Seftigen, Switzerland) | Project: fux & sarbach Engineering AG
Architects: maeder I stooss architekten gmbh | Photographer: Damian Poffet, Köniz
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Implemented solution: DESCOR ® PREMIUM Acoustic

Business
Modern elegance
The business premises of the Spar + Leihkasse Gürbetal are now bright
and modern. Muted colors, seamless DESCOR ® stretch walls and ceilings
as well as indirect lighting create peace and a respectable atmosphere. For

Applications

a professional day-to-day business and individual, discreet consultations.

PONGS® MADE FOR YOU

Atrium Celgene International SA, DNA (Boudr y, Switzerland) | Project: CCHE Lausanne SA
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Photographer: Thomas Jantscher
Implemented solution: DESCOR ® PREMIUM Acoustic

Applications
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Photos by Kanjo Také

PONGS® MADE FOR YOU

Applications
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PRINTERIEUR®
A new fascination
Pure aesthetics. PRINTERIEUR ® is the new concept for high quality interior and room design
by PONGS ®. Highest quality graphics and excellent images, especially compiled for the
large format and art printing - these are the design templates for decorative fabrics of
tomorrow. Always on demand - be the creator of your own visions. Choose one of our
distinctive motifs, print it on our excellent textiles and experience the interior of understated
elegance to captivating extravagance.
Together with galleries, renowed artists and photographers worldwide, PONGS ® Black
Label stands for a limited, copyright-certified collection of images.
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Photo by Teddy Marks

PRINTERIEUR ®
Photo by Teddy Marks
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Photos by Kanjo Také
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Kanjo Také
Kanjo Také is the master of 21st century art. He combines
painting with technical media such as digital photography
and computer. His works are influenced by Western as well
as Far Eastern influences. They lead to a previously unseen
eruption of fantasy and new images, with which he sees the
world and explains it at the same time. Také’s impressive,
digital montages coming to life in large-format and are
predestined for high-quality art reproduction on the finest

PRINTERIEUR ®

textiles by PONGS ®.

PONGS® MADE FOR YOU

Interior inspired by PONGS®
Always something special
Incomparable: the art of living. Under the PONGS ® Design
brand,

we

produce

extravagant

interior

accessories

with that certain something, even according to individual
specifications. Due to the versatility of our technical
textiles, holistic visual and functional spatial concepts

.12

can be realized. With the DESCOR ® stretch walls and with
stylishly coordinated interior of PONGS ®, aesthetic design
and sophisticated properties are combined to create an allround textile experience.
Sound-absorbing

textiles

such

as

SILENCIO ®

and

AKUSTICO are not only suitable for the DESCOR system,
®

®

but also as a robust fabric for PONGS ® design objects.
Digitally printed, they look like an exciting eye-catcher. At
the same time, they can create balance in the surround
sound and support the calming properties of the DESCOR ®
stretch walls.
Culinary director Anthony Sarpong raves about the pleasant
in Meerbusch near Düsseldorf. As an acoustic room layout
between the cooking school and New Dining Concept
Restaurant they are used effectively and at the same time
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are an elegant link between the two worlds.

Photo by Hamma Design

sound experience in his star restaurant “Anthony’s Kitchen”

Interior

PONGS® MADE FOR YOU

Interior inspired by PONGS®
Always something special

Soundleaves
A tribute to the beauty of nature. The leaf-shaped design elements Soundleaves also
ensure peace and a pleasant atmosphere. Flexible use, they can noticeably absorb noise.
Developed by Incatro Room Acoustics (NL), awarded the prestigious Red Dot Design
Award. With digitally printed AKUSTICO ® or SILENCIO ®, they are exclusively available from
PONGS ®.

Seating furniture
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Taking a seat becomes a new feeling: with the ergonomically curved Easy Chair Helena and
the two-seater Lounge Chair. At first glance, the distinctive look and clear lines dominate,
and then the sound-absorbing properties of the upholstery fabrics AKUSTICO ® and
SILENCIO ® are convincing.

Interior

PONGS® MADE FOR YOU

Digital print media from PONGS ® are specially designed for curtains, light
objects and drapes and are often used in show, event and decoration.
Through individual pressure, they can be visually matched to the DESCOR ®
stretch walls.

Avalon®
More than just a luminaire: the interplay of shaping, color and lighting
creates a highly emotional lighting object. For the unique design of Avalon ®,
the fabric shape, which is interspersed with metal threads, is deformed by
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hand. Thus, each lamp is unique.

Ligh

Fandango by Kenneth Cobonpue
This light object surrounds a unique aura, combining dynamism and power.
For this, layers of SUPERIOR are draped so that a fine light scattering
results. The textile by PONGS ® is specially designed for curtains and
draperies in the field of event, show and decoration. It is perfect for

Interior

covering voluminous objects, especially backlit objects.

PONGS® MADE FOR YOU

Intelligent room design
Simply make the most out of your room with the clever system for sliding doors from
raumplus® and the matching effective cover textiles from PONGS®. Modern rooms
demand multifunctional, individual solutions. We develop cupboard and storage
concepts as well as room dividers for apartments, hotels or offices with that certain
something. Fillings with acoustic textiles such as SILENCIO® and AKUSTICO® by
PONGS® transform innovative door systems into aesthetic sound absorption surfaces,
can be used in the working environment as storage space solution, as room-in-room
or for the dynamic division of office space. The world’s first sound-absorbing doors
can be changed and customized only within a few minutes thanks to digitally printable
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textile covers and an easy to handle installation system.

Interior
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PONGS® MADE FOR YOU

Clean installation in just one day. Textile DESCOR ® stretch
walls and ceilings are easy, quick and dirt-free to install, even

Akustik

In a jiffy
Flexible and precise installation

on uneven surfaces. The textiles are clamped into a system of
plastic profile rails, which are screwed directly to the substrate
or to a wooden substructure. Neither wearing protective clothing
or masks, nor high ambient temperatures are required for the
installation. The assembly of light switches, sockets or light
spots can be accomplished easily thanks to the corresponding
mounting frame.
The possibilities and installation of the DESCOR ® system are
regularly trained by experienced craftsmen in the PONGS ®
training center. In this way a worldwide high quality level of our

Installation

products is guaranteed.

PONGS® MADE FOR YOU

Little helpers
Practical accessories for the DESCOR® system
As flexible and individually adaptable as the entire DESCOR ® system is the selection of
helpful accessories and tools for the optimal installation of textile wall and ceiling coverings.
With the fully equipped DESCOR ® mounting bag or the individually available components
such as spatula, gloves and scissors, every DESCOR ® publisher is optimally equipped and
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tightening becomes child’s play.

Accessories

PONGS® MADE FOR YOU

Location: Mühltroff
PONGS Technical Textiles

Visions
Together with you
Going ahead is not enough for us, we want to share textile
passion and live every day. In times when global markets
are rapidly changing and day-to-day business is developing
faster than ever before, it’s all the more important to leave
their mark and strengthen your own brand. Quality and
consistency make PONGS ® stand out on the world markets.
The company never loses sight of the zeitgeist, but keeps a
constant eye on changing needs and requirements.
In direct exchange with customers and partners, new
opportunities arise for reflection and meaningful transfer
of knowledge and know-how. Just as we inspire ourselves
as a team, PONGS ® also distinguishes this mentality in its
external actions. Pulling together - that is what drives us in
our daily work. That is the tangible added value in the textiles
of PONGS ®. Effective synergies for a successful future.
PONGS ®
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Your partner in textile engineering and production

Location: Stadtlohn
PONGS Textil GmbH

Our locations

Location: Düsseldor f
PONGS Group

Head Office Stadtlohn
—
PONGS TEXTIL GMBH
Boschstraße 2
48703 Stadtlohn | Germany
Phone +49 2563 405-0
info@pongs.de

Sales & Creative Department | Showroom
—
ARTHUR PONGS TEXTIL GMBH & CO. KG
Villa Lantz
Lohauser Dorfstraße 51 - Lantz‘scher Park
40474 Düsseldorf | Germany
Phone +49 211 54230-800
creative@pongs.de

Production Mühltroff
—
PONGS TECHNICAL TEXTILES GMBH
Bahnhofstraße 21
07919 Pausa-Mühltroff | Germany
Phone +49 36645 350-0
technicaltextiles@pongs.de

www.pongs.com

Follow:
—
www.facebook.com/PONGSTechnicalTextiles
www.twitter.com/PongsGroup
www.linkedin.com/company/pongs-gruppe
www.instagram.com/pongsgroup
www.pinterest.de/pongsdesign
www.xing.com/companies/pongsgroup

